Embrace comfort & freedom!

Would you wear a cone? Probably not! Scaunos are amplified, it restricts movement, dogs and cats will bump into furniture and wounds stay uncompromised. This often results in more stress. Do you prefer comfort, freedom and a faster recovery for your pet?

Go for the animal-friendly alternative! The Recovery Suit & Recovery Sleeve from Suitical:

• Offers protection for wounds, skin problems, hot spots, when in heat and much more;
• Wounds stay clean, dry and the recovery is comfortable;
• Dogs and cats can move freely in their environment. No more bumping into walls and furniture;
• Unlike the cone, Suitical products also offers external protection. For example, think of children or other animals who want to play with or cuddle your dog or cat;
• No blood or urine stains and no wound fluids on the couch in your home or in the back seat of the car;
• All products are reusable and machine washable up to 60°C / 90°C (140°F / 194ºF);
• And more importantly: Suitical is 100% animal-friendly and free of lead and toxins!
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Welcome to the No-Cone & Cooling zone!
Suit - Cat

Reduce stress and discomfort in your feline friend with the Recovery Suit & Sleeve.

Suit Sleeve - Cat

The Recovery Suit & Sleeve is designed to provide pets with comfort and support during recovery.

The Suit and Sleeve can be worn at the same time if necessary. Always supervise your pet.

Some cats need time to get used to the Recovery Suit & Sleeve. Always supervise your cat.


DRY® Cooling Vest - Dogs

Keep your dog’s body reasonably cool, wherever you are!

Because the Recovery Suit covers the entire torso, it prevents a dog from licking, scratching or biting wounds. The Recovery Suit is made of soft, breathable material, still there are problems with use of the front legs. Let dogs recover in complete freedom!

The SUIT can be opened at the rear end for a walk outside. Simply roll the SUIT up and secure it with the hold-up system. The SUIT is fast and easy to handle.

The SUIT can be used for both the left and right front leg. The Recovery SUIT can press the chest. As a result, dogs often experience less stress. Better for some scared and low dog.

The SUIT can be opened at the rear end for a walk outside. Simply roll the SUIT up and secure it with the hold-up system. The SUIT is fast and easy to handle.
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DRY® Cooling Vest - Dogs

The cooling vest is 100% dry, so your dog’s furry coat will not start to smell like a wet vest. Compared to a cooling pad, your dog can move around or sleep without the cooling vest preventing overheating.
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